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Inaugural speech of the Rector of Kozminski University,  

Prof. Grzegorz Mazurek  

October 4, 2021.   

Inauguration - from the Latin inauguratio - means "to begin, to initiate, to solemnly open 

something." But this beginning cannot be unreflective and must take into account what is 

behind us and what is ahead of us.   

In order to move forward, it is necessary to look back - at the passing year, at the passing 

events. Only by looking at this whirlwind of activities from the side, or maybe even from afar, 

can we think more deeply about what's next.  

First a personal reflection - this was the fastest passing year of my life. The year of the 

pandemic and the year of remote learning. From my perspective, it was a year not so much 

of digitalization or the pandemic, but a year of key values in life - support, help, cooperation, 

trust, responsibility. Agreed - it was digital technologies that gave us the oxygen to have 

something to breathe in the murky waters of the pandemic.  

It was a year of gaining trust in the university, not just ours, any university. A year we used 

well. A year in which we were together, despite pandemic isolation. Together in the sense of 

being for students and with students, together in the sense of - environmental community. I 

would like to thank my team of rectors and deans, Professor Andrzej Kozminski and the 

previous rector, now president, Professor Witold Bielecki for their support and always wise 

guidance. I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Piotr Wachowiak - the rector of 

the Warsaw School of Economics and the head of the Conference of Rectors of Universities 

in Warsaw, and to all of you, my fellow rectors, for acting together, in solidarity and with the 

understanding of the entire academic community, under the aegis of the Conference of 

Rectors of Academic Schools in Poland.   

This year we have repeatedly had to prove what solidarity, support and common voice mean. 

What is the university's autonomy, a university free and independent from pressure from any 

side of political dispute.  

It was also a year of hard work, so let me mention the most important facts that happened at 

our University, taking the perspective of three megatrends affecting contemporary education 

and science: the perspective of relations with the environment, the perspective of digital 

transformation and the perspective of inclusive, responsible, sustainable development.  
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So first, the context of the relationship with the environment and the impact on the 

socio-economic world.   

In this difficult time, we have maintained our position - we are the leader in Central and Eastern 

Europe when it comes to business education. Kozminski University was ranked 45th, moving 

up three positions compared to last year. Kozminski is the only Polish university listed in the 

Financial Times ranking, and at the same time the first among schools from the Central and 

Eastern European region. At the national level, for the 22nd time in a row in the Perspektywy 

ranking, we have been recognised as the best non-public university in Poland, the runner-up 

among economic universities, and our management studies are the best in Poland.    

This year we improved our ranking in the general classification of Polish academic schools, 

moving up from 15th to 13th place. In addition, the Law Department confirmed its leading 

position and was again ranked first in the "Rzeczpospolita" 2021 Ranking of Law Departments 

among non-public schools.  

We confirmed our international position for the third time in a row by obtaining the EQUIS 

accreditation for another 5 years. This is already 21 years of experience of being in the global 

elite of business schools.   

Influence on the environment is connected with trust - we are all the more pleased that 

according to the study A Trustworthy Brand in 2021 the winner in the category Business 

Education is Kozminski University.   

Relations with the environment can only be built through cooperation - as we now say in 

technical terms - networking. The past year has meant a number of new partnerships for our 

studies: Canal plus, ZUS, H&M, Porsche, Nowy Styl, ING Bank Śląski, Brief, OPI, mElements.  

Employers are building students' competences together with us. In the area of law, we have 

signed a partnership agreement with the European Law Students Association - ELSA Warsaw, 

whose seat is located on our campus, and we have entered into an agreement with the District 

Chamber of Legal Advisers, which supports us in practical, modern education of young law 

students.  

We welcome initiatives in the form of hackathons, in which our students solved real problems 

of companies, such as waste management using big data for Polpharma or designing mobile 

applications for the visually impaired for ING Bank Śląski. Personally, I think that the form of 

hackathons is optimal for combining business with education - when students, in teams, under 

time pressure, solve real problems of organizations and are evaluated by decision makers in 
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these organizations. Influence on the environment is also scientific research, which is important 

for all of us. Let me mention a research team from KU and SWPS University of Humanities 

which is conducting a study on psychosocial conditions of remote work in the era of the COVID-

19 pandemic. "Nonsense and propaganda online: communities and bots propagating 

disinformation in the Internet".   

We concluded further double degree agreements with leading universities in the world, i.e. 

Graduate School of Management at St. Petersburg University, Tongji University. At KU we 

offer students already several programs of this type, thanks to which they have the opportunity 

not only to stay in great research centers in the world, but also to obtain a second diploma, 

which is a good alternative to going abroad for the whole period of study. We currently have 

double degree agreements with the world's best business universities: from Brazil through 

France, Portugal, Great Britain, Ireland, Russia to Hong Kong and China.   

At the level of management education, we have joined the elite MBA consortium, thanks to 

which Kozminski's students and graduates of the Executive MBA program may take part in the 

program in Japan, Silicon Valley in the US, Brazil or South Africa.   

Despite the pandemic, we organized many international conferences, such as the regional 

European Marketing Associaton Conference which ended a few days ago.  

In addition to the many advisory bodies operating at the University, a few weeks ago we 

established an Executive Education Advisory Board, where prominent business people - 

presidents and CEOs of such entities as PZU Życie, Longevity Center, InPost, Synerise, BP, 

Oriflame, Budimex, Netguru, Wielton, Pekabex will advise us on the direction of development 

of our management education.   

We are proud of the success of our scientists - for example, Prof. Kołodko, Prof. Marcin 

Piątkowski, Prof. Przegalińska or Prof. Ciszewska, whose books have been recognized in 

Poland and abroad.  

We are very pleased with the successes of our students and graduates, for example: Edgar 

Kobos was appointed as the Youth Delegate of Poland to the 76th Session of the UN General 

Assembly. This is already Edgar's second term in this role. This is the first time in history that 

the same person will hold this position again. Last year, our sports team won in the category 

of non-public universities for the twelfth time, and chess players from our University, for the 

third time in a row, defended the title of  
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Polish Academic Champions in this royal game. Chess, bridge, e-sports, basketball and tennis 

are key disciplines for KU. Our successes are also our graduates, who make us proud in 

Poland and abroad and who, among others, are awarded by us with the Kozminski Lions 

statuette.  

The next trend is digital transformation:  

When it comes to digital transformation, we have prioritized student and staff well-being by 

creating a psychological support team, which is of considerable importance in the pandemic 

times of loneliness and pressure to work remotely.  We invest in developing digital teaching 

competencies, knowing that moving the lecture to MS Teams actually has little to do with 

harnessing the potential of technology in education and is just the beginning of a major shift in 

global education. We have offered new forms of education and online studies to our students, 

equipped more than a dozen classrooms with hybrid learning equipment, including together 

with our technology partners: Huawei and Logitech. We teach how to verify the value of 

information - nowadays this is one of the key skills of a manager - over 80% of information on 

the web is false or manipulated. We should keep this in mind when drawing conclusions, 

making decisions, evaluating..., especially when the watchword of modern management is big 

data - that is, universal measurement, operating on data and defining all sorts of success 

metrics - KPIs. It is worth reminding here the words of William Edwards Deming - give a 

manager a precise goal - he will do everything to achieve it, even if it destroys the company in 

the process.   

I want to emphasize that when it comes to digital transformation, we are not naive romantics. 

We know what - besides being great, competent in cyberspace - is very important: digital 

wellbeing, cyber security, threat awareness. We understand what the digital world is, the 

implications for energy policy, cyber security, for virtually every area of socio-economic life. We 

don't give our students ready-made answers to these challenges, but we prepare them for the 

world in which they will operate.  

third trend is inclusivity, responsible and sustainable development.   

In the Positive Impact Rating evaluating the responsibility for the pro-environmental 

perspective, we are at the forefront of Europe. Kozminski University has found itself among the 

leaders of positive change and together with 46 universities from all over the world was 

included in this elite group next to, among others, Maastricht University, Aalto, EADA, HHL 

Leipzig. We are changing the campus to be environmentally friendly, and by 2025 we want to 
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achieve the status of a paper-free organization, except maybe for beautiful diplomas. We are 

implementing modern systems for university management and student relations. We support 

student initiatives, i.e. Green Kozminski. We invite bees to our new hives.  

We were the first university in Poland to implement the Sustainable Development Goals at the 

level of strategy - out of 15 we chose 6:   

1. Inclusive quality education and support for lifelong learning for all.  

2. Equal opportunities for women and girls in all areas of society.  

3. Supporting inclusive, sustainable and innovation-friendly industries.  

4. Making human environments, including cities, safe places for human life, health and work.  

5. Provide positive models for sustainable consumption and production.  

6. Provide the means to implement and revitalize the Global Partnership for Sustainable 

Development.   

Also, we were the first university in the country to place the area of sustainable development 

at the vice-rector level of the organization.   

We attach great significance to the promotion of women as leaders of change and 

management.  

Through scientific research, studies, or university management.    

The Kozminski Foundation supports talented young people with scholarships and organizes 

aid actions, e.g. collection for KU graduates - fire victims. This is another initiative, after the 

collection for respirator for the Prague hospital, when we feel that we can help.  

What is next?  

We observe the reality, we have close relations with the best universities in the world. Many 

of us - at the University - have come to one conclusion: it's time to change our perspective - 

Kozminski University is currently the leading broad-based business university in Central and 

Eastern Europe. We aim higher and want to achieve the status of a world-class business 

university located in the center of Europe. Is it possible with our modest budgets? We're 

making up for it with ambition and dreams, as we have since the establishment of the 

University in 1993, but we're also counting on a change in mentality, especially on the 

business side.  
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I would like to appeal here to all those who complain about Polish universities - all of us, and 

I'm looking at my friends - rectors, vice-rectors, deans, have achieved an enormous amount, 

if we look at the level of science financing in Poland. And when comparing our - really good - 

results, it's worth remembering that the level of capital that the best universities in the world 

have at their disposal is counted in billions or at least hundreds of millions of dollars. And it's 

not just the state - governments are donors of these funds.  

Having said all that - and here I am addressing all those who have the good of Polish 

universities at heart - I ask you for patience, support, assistance and active involvement in 

building the power of Polish science. I especially address the representatives of business, I 

invite you to invest in Polish research, in Polish scientists and students.  

Do we really - taking the football perspective - want to be always only proud of the 

achievements of foreign clubs? I know that each of you somewhere inside you dreams that 

we will have our own Real Madrid or Bayern Munich, that we will have the Polish INSEAD, 

Harvard, or MIT. Believe me, it can be done, and it's not just a fantasy.  

Dear students, I would like to address my next words first of all to you - you are the 

main heroes of today's ceremony. 

When I was your age, I traveled a lot - I will never forget my visit to the Prado Museum in 

Madrid. There, walking among medieval portraits, I noticed how many figures were 

accompanied by a human skull. It bothered me greatly why this symbol so often appeared next 

to living, smiling, vigorous people. It turns out that the answer is both simple and reflective. 

Because of disease, frequent wars, the transience of time was extremely noticed at the time. 

People saw how important time was, every moment. And while today we live in a bubble of 

efficiency, a cult of success, an obsession with reality control, which has morphed into all forms 

of big data managing everything from the weather, organizations, to our own bodies and health, 

the reality is that we are just as vulnerable as we were hundreds or thousands of years ago. 

Vulnerable to the passage of time. That's why it's not the tuition money that is the most 

important sacrifice you make - but your time. Your time. The time of your life that you have 

decided to devote to your development at our University.   

We, the management and the lecturers, are aware of this, maybe even more aware than you 

are - it is good for you not to think about the passing time as long as possible, feeling that you 

still have a lot of it. But we are thinking about your time and we feel responsible for making 

sure that you do not waste it here with us.  
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I deliberately used the phrase "your development at our university" because at KU we don't 

look at you only from the perspective of a solid, practical, modern education. According to a 

study by the World Economic Forum, 68 percent of current elementary school students will 

work in occupations that do not yet exist, and we do not know what the development of 

emerging technologies, i.e. artificial intelligence, block chain or IoT, will bring. We don't know 

if these technologies won't destroy humanity - for example, by making it more expensive to use 

electricity, or by giving us full control, in which we ourselves, and not the mythical "big brother", 

will be enslaved digitally.   

What are the implications of the above thoughts?   

First, we need to teach you how to learn, we need to teach you how to unlearn, we need to 

teach you how to look for the answer, not what the answer looks like, we need to teach you 

how to doubt, question, and look critically at the information given to you. We must convince 

you that learning is a lifestyle. Not just formal learning, but learning by the way - even from 

Instagram on the streetcar or a podcast in traffic. If you so wish, Kozminski will be your partner 

in development for the rest of your life.   

For us - scientists and educators - modern times are also a great learning and school of life. 

We want to be your authorities, maybe not only the authorities of knowledge, but also of 

conduct, of looking at the world, of professed values.  

Secondly, we must give you an education that will give you freedom of choice in life. That's 

why we put so much emphasis on practicality of studies, on involving business and institutional 

partners, on showing you our research, on internationalization, because it's actually a great 

idea that traveling and living in other places teaches a lot. As we update our degree programs, 

we encourage you to learn algorithmic thinking - remember, knowing programming principles 

now is like knowing English in 1988.  

We don't have to be fluent, but you should understand how things work and know the basic 

phrases, commands, rules of thumb, because it's the lingua franca of current socio-economic 

development.   

And it's not about recognizing digital competencies ABOVE or AMONG the analog world, but 

about developing the ability to function proficiently, successfully in both worlds.  

Above all, we want you to be great people - ambitious, open-minded, educated, confident in a 

good way, acting ethically - the world belongs to you. Believe me, nothing gives greater joy to 
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a parent than the success of their child. You are our "professional" children. We want to be 

proud of you!  

Quod felix, faustum fortunatumque sit - May it be happy, favorable and successful. 


